Water transport across biological membranes.
The rate of the lateral diffusion of straight-chain phospholipids predicts the rate of water diffusion through bilayers. A new model of lipid dynamics integrates these processes. Substances such as cholesterol that reduce water diffusion proportionally reduce lateral diffusion. The model yields a number of predictions about the dynamics of the lipids at the Tm and suggests different mechanisms for how water diffuses across bilayers of other-than-straight-chain lipids, and how proteins bind to membranes. A second recent development in water transport across biological membranes is the discovery of a ubiquitous family of water transport proteins that facilitate large-volume water translocation. Like water diffusion through lipid bilayers, water transport by these proteins is directed by osmosis and is therefore under the control of ATP and ion pumps. The presence of water transport proteins in membranes is often regulated by hormones.